TO ALL MEMBERS OF IAGP
CONFERENCE PARTICIPANTS
AND ALL INTERESTED PARTIES

ANNOUNCEMENT
OF AN IMPORTANT INTERNATIONAL
PHILOSOPHY CONFERENCE IN 2009

The Organizing Committee
of the 21th International Conference of Philosophy
has the pleasure of announcing that the theme of the Conference in 2009,
will be:

PHILOSOPHY, ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY

The conference aims to provide a broad forum for exploring issues of Philosophy which are important to our age and to investigate conceptually three crucial areas of human activities (i.e. philosophy, art and technology) in themselves and in their interrelationships. This means that papers examining crucial philosophical issues and referring to arts and technology and exploring the relationships and priorities among them are welcome.

The conference venue and the exact date have not yet specified. For full information please see the First Circular which will be made available shortly and will be posted later on our Website.

http://www.hri.org/iagp/, http://www.iagp.gr

Athens, 24th of July 2008

Professor Konstantine Boudouris
President of the Organizing Committee